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LIGHT & FAST – SET YOUR PACE 
THE NEW FAST HIKING COLLECTION – ATHLETIC MINIMALISM 

FOR THE MOUNTAINS 

 
Leave the everyday routine behind and savor thrilling experiences in the heart of 
nature: Mammut’s Fast Hiking collection brings athletic minimalism to the mountains. 
Lightweight, space-saving and weather-resistant – everything you need to set the 
pace for ambitious personal goals. Travel lighter – and further.    
 
Fast hiking is a fusion of alpine hiking and trail running: ambitious mountain sports 
enthusiasts combine a physical challenge with an experience in nature for efficient training 
in the mountains. In rather technical terrain, on or at times beside hiking trails, they cover 
long distances. This allows them to access more remote areas or wilder natural settings, 
with a constant sensation of weightlessness as they move lightly and at speed through 
mountain landscapes.  

Mammut’s new lightweight yet robust Fast Hiking collection has therefore been designed 
to provide optimum support for top performance and offers an impressive combination of 
functionality and minimalism. You only wear and carry what you actually need. This makes 
you even faster and more flexible in the mountains, leaving you free to concentrate on this 
amazing experience in the heart of nature. 
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The Fast Hiking collection consists of specially selected products that are particularly 
suitable for dynamic activities and impress with their high breathability. This minimalist 
approach is reflected in a consistent color concept. Stretch materials for maximum freedom 
of movement, ideal moisture management, ultra-light and highly compressible – a collection 
geared toward top performance.  

“Breathability and appropriate insulation are central factors for fast hiking. Additionally, 
anyone moving at speed will soon work up a sweat. This makes it even more important to 
make sure you don’t chill as soon as you stop. We therefore use synthetic insulation, for 
example, in the Rime Light In Flex Vest. Even if this insulation becomes wet through 
perspiration, it still provides reliable warmth. The synthetic material also dries very quickly,” 
explains Jeanne Mochel, Head of Outdoor Apparel. With Mammut’s new Fast Hiking 
collection, you’re ideally equipped to explore and push your own limits – whenever you 
strike out. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
About Mammut 
Founded in 1862, MAMMUT is a Swiss outdoor company that provides high-qual ity products and unique 
brand experiences for fans of mountain sports around the world. This leading international premium brand 
has stood for safety and pioneering innovation for more than 155 years. MAMMUT products combine 
functionality and performance with contemporary design. With its combination of hardware, shoes and 
clothing, MAMMUT is one of the most complete suppliers in the outdoor market. MAMMUT Sports Group 
AG operates in around 40 countries and employs more than 800 people.  
mammut.com 

 



 

Convey WB Hooded Jacket 

Super-lightweight and very low-volume: the Convey WB Hooded 
Jacket is a windbreaker jacket one can count on in changeable 
weather on the next outdoor adventure. A special DWR treatment on 
the outer material gives the jacket water-repellent properties. The pre-
shaped hood also protects from unpredictable weather. Practical: the 
jacket can be easily stowed in the chest pocket if it’s not needed.  

FACTS & FIGURES 
Material: Polyamide Woven 
Technology: DWR treatment on outer material 
Weight: 112 g (Men) / 102 g (Women)  
Size Run: S-XXL (Men) / XS-XL (Women) 
Colors: black-white, black, gentian, dark radiant, spicy (Men) / black-white, black,  
dark ceramic-dark frosty, blazing (Women) 
Prize: 100 € RTP 

 

Rime Light In Flex Vest 

The Rime Light In Flex Vest is a reliable insulating jacket for 
unpredictable weather that can be stowed in the left-hand front pocket. 
The lightweight, elasticated and water-repellent Pertex® Quantum Air 
material withstands sudden adverse weather while also providing 
breathability and freedom of movement. The jacket’s insulation ensures 
optimum heat retention. A practical companion in the mountains, ideal 
for use with a backpack and climbing harness. 

FACTS & FIGURES 
Material: Polyester, Polyamide Woven Double Wave, Ajungilak® OTI Stretch, Pertex® Quantum® Air, 
Pontetorto® Tecnostretch 
Weight: 213 g (Men) / 170 g (Women)  
Size Run: S-XXL (Men) / XS-XL (Women) 
Colors: black-white-vibrant orange, black, sapphire (Men) / black-white-vibrant orange, black,  
dark ceramic (Women) 
Prize: 160 € RTP 

 

  



 

 
 

Sertig T-Shirt 

The Sertig T-Shirt is made from a lightweight, comfortable and 
stretchable material that will provide functionality to support 
challenges. Active moisture-wicking transports sweat away from the 
body to prevent chilling. At the same time, an antimicrobial treatment 
with FreshTech reduces unpleasant odors. The specially designed 
flatlock seams offer extra elasticity and prevent chafing on the skin.  

FACTS & FIGURES 
Material: Polartec® Power Dry®, Polyester, Polyester-Elastane Knit with Fresh Tech by HeiQ 
Weight: 119 g (Men) / 88g g (Women) 
Size Run: S-XXL (Men) / XS-XL (Women) 
Colors: white-black-vibrant orange, black, gentian, highway, spicy, blazing (Men) /  
white-black-vibrant orange, peacoat, evening sand, blazing (Women) 
Prize: 55 € RTP 
 

 

Sertig Shorts 

The Sertig Shorts feature a lightweight, perforated stretch fabric with 
very high breathability, freedom of movement and a quick drying time. 
So that the focus can always be on the challenge. 

FACTS & FIGURES 
Material: Polyamide-Mix Double Weave, Punched Polyester-Elastane Woven 
Weight: 155 g (Men) / 135 g (Women) 
Size Run: 44-56 (Men) / 32-46 (Women) 
Colors: black-white-vibrant orange, black, granit, spicy (Men) / black-vibrant orange, peacoat, 
sunset, sundown (Women) 
Prize: 100 € RTP 
 

 

 

 

  



 

 
 

Ducan BOA® High GTX ® 

The Ducan Boa® High is a technical hiking shoe for outdoor 
enthusiasts who demand performance. The Boa® Fit system   
allows a customized fit. The dial closure allows extremely 
precise adjustment – with just one hand, any time and any 
place. Mammut Flextron Technology® supports the natural 
rolling movement of the foot for more efficient use of energy 
when hiking, while Mammut Georganic 3D Technology® 
guarantees maximum comfort. All parts in contact with the foot 
are anatomically shaped with great precision. Optimized for 
hiking: a Vibram® rubber blend for secure grip on outdoor 
surfaces and a sole design that supports self-cleaning. The 
waterproof Gore-Tex® membrane keeps your feet dry. 

FACTS & FIGURES 
Material: Elastic Gore-Tex® material, 3D Knitted Textile, Vibram® Flextron outsole  
Technology: Boa® Fit System, Mammut® Flextron Technology™, Mammut Georganic 3D Technology  
Weight: 520 g 
Size Run: 40-48; UK 6.5-12.5 
Colors: black-vibrant orange, white-black 
Prize: 220 € RTP 
 

 

Sertig II Low GTX®  

The Sertig II Low is a lightweight and robust multi-purpose shoe 
designed for an active lifestyle. The high stack height in 
combination with the strong EVA midsole gives the shoe 
outstanding damping properties. The sole featuring the Mammut 
Swiss Design rubber blend provides a good grip. Additional comfort is provided by the 
Gore-Tex® Invisible Fit technology, which incorporates the protective membrane into the 
upper material. This saves weight, gives less pressure points and keeps permanently 
waterproof. For dry feet on every tour. 

FACTS & FIGURES 
Material: Air-Mesh, Vent-Mesh, Synthetik, Textil, Gore-Tex® invisible Fit, EVA wedge (sole) 
Weight: 330 g (men UK 8.5) / 280 g (women UK 5.5) 
Size Run: 6.5 – 12.5 (men) / 3.5 – 8.5 (women) 
Colors: black-vibrant orange, sunset-blazing, bright white-black (men) / black-dark frosty, bright white-black,  
blazing-dark frosty (Women) 
Prize: 120 € RTP   



 

 
 

Trion 18 

Fast-paced ascents and multi-pitch tours carrying a light load? The 
Trion 18 is the ideal companion. Anatomically shaped shoulder straps 
provide optimal freedom of movement, while the Dual Load Transfer 
construction makes sure the backpack sits perfectly on the back at all 
times.  

FACTS & FIGURES 
Material: Nylon Cordura® Dobby Ripstop, Polyamide 
Suspension system: CONTACT VENT™ 
Weight: 530 g 
Volume: 18 L 
Colors: black, ocean, olive, spicy, white 
Prize: 100 € RTP 
 

 

Sertig Cap 

Lightweight and functional: the Sertig Cap is made from a 
breathable and quick-drying polyester mesh. The one-touch 
construction ensures a comfortable and individual fit, while the 
cutouts on the cap's visor make it feel even lighter. 

FACTS & FIGURES 
Material: Polyester Flat Knit 
Weight: 65 g 
Size Run: S-L 
Colors: white-vibrant orange, black, marine, titanium, magma 
Prize: 30 € RTP 
 


